*As The Lyrics And Melody Are Presented By The Morris Brothers, It Is Evident It Is "NOT OF THE ORDINARY".

*As KATHY MCDONALD, Wife of Congressman MCDONALD, States In The Backliner:
As you listen to this song, may God's Blessings be upon this Great Nation of ours, and it is my prayer that this song will emphasize the need for all of us as Americans and freedom loving people to "STAND UP FOR LIBERTY".

*In The 23 Years Perfection Sound Studios Has Been In The Recording Business, Recording Over 900 Different Groups, NEVER HAS THERE BEEN SUCH INITIAL RESPONSE TO A SONG!!

*Perfection Sound Studios Unite In Saying: "GOD BLESS YOU, HOMER" For Writing What We All Have Felt Since This Tragic Moment In History.

---

**The Morris Brothers**

*FLIGHT 007 By Homer Morris As Heard On Gospel And Country Stations Across The U.S., Canada, Netherlands, And England.*

AVAILABLE ON LP, CASSETTES AT $8.98 RETAIL SHEET MUSIC $1.75

Normal Dealer Discounts Apply

SEND THIS ORDER FORM TO:
OMEGA MUSIC INC.
28 E. Jordan Street
Brevard, NC 28712

Store Name ____________________________
Attention ____________________________
Address ______________________________

PAYMENT METHOD:
☐ Check with order
☐ Please ship C.O.D. (C.O.D. charges will be added to order)
☐ Apply to my Omega Music account (only for current open accounts)

---

**PROCEEDS TO:**
MISSIONS FOR JESUS INTERNATIONAL

THE PURPOSE OF MISSIONS FOR JESUS INTERNATIONAL

Missions for Jesus International is an organization for raising financial and other necessary support for missionaries who have been called to carry the Gospel of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ, to the uttermost parts of the world.

In many of the places where our missionaries are called to serve, the areas are very poor. The people that are in the churches that are pastored by the missionaries simply are not financially able to provide the necessary support that is needed for the work.

It is the belief of Missions for Jesus International that it is the will of God for our precious missionaries to be able to stay with their work and their people full time and not have to leave for periods of time in order to raise the funds necessary to continue to do the job that God has for them to do.
ATTENTION: NEWS EDITOR

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Smyrna, Georgia 10/4/83. Perfection Sound Studios has just completed an album by the Morris Brothers, Marietta, Ga., entitled "FLIGHT 007". We all here unite in saying, "GOD BLESS YOU HOMER", for writing what we all have felt since this tragic moment in history.

Kathy McDonald, wife of Congressman McDonald touched all of our hearts when she gave her impressions and feelings in the backliner quotation:

"THERE ARE VERY FEW TIMES IN OUR LIVES WHEN WE HEAR A SONG THAT REFLECTS THE SENTIMENTS AND CAPTURES THE STORY THE GROUP IS SINGING ABOUT SO VIVIDLY.

HOMER MORRIS OF THE MORRIS BROTHERS, MARIETTA, GA. EXPRESSED IN WORDS THE THOUGHTS AND HEARTACHES OF MILLIONS OF AMERICANS ACROSS THIS GREAT COUNTRY OF OURS WHEN HE SO ELOQUENTLY PENNED THE SONG ENTITLED, "FLIGHT 007".

AS YOU LISTEN TO THIS SONG, MAY GODS BLESSINGS BE UPON THIS GREAT NATION OF OURS, AND IT IS MY PRAYER THAT THIS SONG WILL EMPHASIZE THE NEED FOR ALL OF US AS AMERICANS AND FREEDOM LOVING PEOPLE TO "STAND UP FOR LIBERTY."

The enthusiasm from the initial single release is overwhelming. D.J.s. from all over the country are excited and have had tremendous response. W.J.B.T.V. has filmed a story of the Morris Brothers and aired this on their 6:00 Evening News broadcast. "Entertainment Tonight", has also aired a segment.

As you listen to the lyrics and melody of this song, it is evident that this is "NOT OF THE ORDINARY". Both Homer, and the Morris Brothers should be given an enthusiastic "AMEN" by all of us who love and cherish this great nation of ours, and once again let Kathys closing remarks ring out as she said, "THE NEED FOR ALL OF US AS AMERICANS AND FREEDOM LOVING PEOPLE IS TO "STAND UP FOR LIBERTY."

* * * * * * * * * * *

For more info. contact:
Lee Danielle
404-436-7410
404-948-8904

For Nationwide Distribution Contact:
Omega Music, Inc.
28 East Jordan Street,
Brevard, North Carolina 28712
704-884-2320
ON THE SEVEN-FOURTY-SEVEN FLEW SOME FOLKS FROM MANY LANDS. THEY WERE FREEDOM LOVING PEOPLE STOOD TOGETHER HAND IN HAND. Mose-s would not run; May God give us another among them who had fought for liberty. He was Mose-s who would answer to our cry. Then the congress-man Mc-Donald who has gained the victory. Russians won't be shooting another plane from the sky. Why can the Russians blast our planes from the sky? While freedom loving people to their loved ones say goodbye. We need old fashioned backbone to stand.
FLIGHT 007 / Pk. 2

Up to such a lie—While the Russians with their

rock-ets shoot our planes from the sky—